
Used Case : EDUCATION

Application

Spend less time chasing down data and on manual processes. And spend more time making the
decisions that will help your students and institution succeed. With AHALTS Application in Smart
Education it becomes very easy .The application contains

�School Bus Monitoring and security
�Cloud attendance
�Employee Payroll and benefits
�Temperature and Mask detection ,
�Notification to Parents and 
Management’s Mobile App with face 
recognition
�Logging student punch time Photo 
with location
�Real-time tracking
�Location update
�Exam verification
�Customized reports.

You Focus on Student’s Education and we shall care on Rest 

Here is how we will change the education to smart education 

Student and campus management

With AHALTS, Student and campus management becomes an easy, secure and effortless task.

At present, there are more and more security risks around us, especially the safety of school students all of us are 

concerned. AHALTS is the most advanced technology in the world on date for students and school's security.

It assures parents that their child is in safe school management.

AHALTS ensures students arrive in the school within the specified time

AHALTS can effectively prevent foreign unidentified tasks into the school, to protect students' lives and 

property. Similarly, our products can be used in test verification, to avoid candidates to pretend to test others.

School Bus Monitoring 

AHALTS provides a seamless school bus and student travel monitoring solution

The school Bus first step for security requires that the Bus team is authenticated and authorized as the driver and 

his team take over the bus for duty they use our mobile app which marks their attendance and request the 

supervisor for approval as this is approved the device releases the engine start system the bus is tracked real time 

and as it nears the pickup points it send a notification to the students parent app with estimated time of arrival with 

information on the bus team the parents can track the vehicle real time on their app.

As the student enters the Bus the face recognition device or mobile app captures the student and notifies the 

parent with the student photo.in case of any road emergency like accident of student requiring any medical 

assistance the attendant can simply scan the students face and get his medical information that can be updated by 

parents . the supervisor can instantly inform the designated people for this

As the bus enters the premises the access control gate can be operated by the Driver with his face scan and our 

number plate detection system.
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Examination System:

AHALTS IM solution ensures that the person registered for the exam is instantly authenticated with this face 

recognition that is 99 % accurate (Identical twins have a similarity of 96%) this eliminates Proxy candidate 

similarly the degrees are also validated with AHALTS

AHALTS time and attendance reports are all real time available to the management to know the real time strength 

of students in class rooms , examination rooms etc

Online Classes :

AHALTS Anywhere multiple device multi location service using Face id can be used by remote users to mark 

their presence and this can activate their access to the online class and ensures that the students are present and 

their attendance is automatically marked

The KMS and training module with zoom integration automates the entire class content and teaching 

management (a separate module for this is available )

Touchless Covid complaint Access Control System

A whole set of access control system includes School / University gates access control, card reader, electronic 

control lock, door switch, door button and emergency break glass button. It is mainly installed at the School 

entrance to prevent unrelated person from entering or students going outside , office area through set different 

parameters and permissions to improve the security.parameters and permissions to improve the security.
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Campus Secure System:

For specific areas like Auditorium , Labs , lecture rooms etc only registered users can get in with AHALTS access 

control , the system ensures that the people are authorized for this area .

Reverse profile scan is a great feature for people safety as in case of accident or stray student suspected not to 

be in a area the supervisor can just capture the photo of the person and get entire profile like his designated 

location , health records etc any information can be programmed to be shown with this profile

Touchless Covid complaint Access Control System

A whole set of access control system includes School / University gates access control, card reader, electronic 

control lock, door switch, door button and emergency break glass button. It is mainly installed at the School 

entrance to prevent unrelated person from entering or students going outside , office area through set different 

parameters and permissions to improve the security.


